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III. Course objectives
- to study the concept of abstract data types (ADT) and the most used ADTs in application development; 
- to study the data structures used to implement these ADTs (arrays, linked lists, binary trees, hashing tables, etc.); 
- to create the ability to design and build applications starting from abstract data types; 
- to create the ability to work with data stored different data structures: arrays, linked lists, binary trees, hashing tables, stacks, queues, graphs, trees; 
- to create the ability to compare the cost of static and dynamic allocation  for  different data structures; 
- to create the ability to choose the appropriate structure for a certain application; 
- to create the ability to design and implement algorithms that use these data structures; 
- to improve the ability to evaluate the complexity of the algorithms. 

IV. Course contents
1. Introduction. Data Structures. Static and dynamic structures. [1, ch. 1, 2] 
- Abstractness and data encapsulation 
- Dynamic sets 
- Complexity

2. Data Types: domain, operations and data representation [2] 
- Abstract Data Types: domain and operations 
- Requirements, interface, implementation (implementations) 
- Abstract Data Types Design  

Array 
- Description, properties 
- Strings, substrings, subsequences, matrix 
- Dynamic Arrays: operations: insertion / deletion, sequential and binary search 
- Merging 
- Sorting: mergesort, ranksort, radixsort, bucketsort etc. 

3. Set [1, ch. 5] 
- concepts; ADT
- Specifications and design 
- Representations using arrays, linked lists, hash tables, and binary trees 
- Related applications 

Bag [1, ch. 5] 
- concepts; ADT
- Specifications and design 
- Representations using arrays, linked lists, hash tables, and binary trees
- Related applications 

4. Map; Sorted map [4, ch. 6] . 
- concepts; ADT
- Specifications and design 
- Representations using arrays, linked lists, hash tables, and binary trees 
- Related applications 


5. List; Sorted Lists [1, ch. 11] [5]
- - concepts; ADT
- Related applications 
- Specifications and design 
- Representations using arrays and linked lists

Linked List 
- Description, properties 
- Singly, doubly and circular linked lists - dynamic allocation 
- Linkage on arrays
- Operations: insertion / deletion, searching, traversal 

6. Stack [1, ch. 11] 
- - concepts; ADT
- Specifications and design 
- Representations using arrays and linked lists
- Related applications 

7. Queue [1, ch. 11] 
- - concepts; ADT;
- Specifications and design 
- Representations using arrays and linked lists
- Related applications 

8. Priority Queue  [1, ch. 7] 
- - concepts; ADT
- Related applications 
- Specifications and design 
- Representations using arrays and linked lists

9. Hash-table [1, ch. 12] 
- Concepts, properties 
- Direct Addressing 
- Open and Closed Hash-tables 
- Collisions resolution:  chaining, interleaved lists and open addressing
- Operations: searching, insertion / deletion 

10. Tree [1, ch. 13] 
- - concepts; ADT
- Specifications and design 
- Linked Representation 
- ATD Tree with different properties 
- Related applications 

Binary Tree
- Description, properties
- Search Binary Tree 
- Operations: searching, insertion / deletion, traversal 

11. Heaps  [1, ch. 7] 
- The structure presentation 
- Binary Heap
- Priority Queue representation using a heap 
- HeapSort

12. Balanced Search Trees [1, ch. 14; 3] 
- AVL Trees
- Red-Black Trees 

13. Graph [1, ch. 23] 
- concepts; ADT, related applications
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VI. Thematic of didactic activities per weeks
Week 1.        Introduction. Data Structures. Complexity.
Week 2.        Data Types: domain, operations and data representation 
Week 3.        Containers. Iterators.
Week 4 & 5  Lists, Arrays . Linked lists
Week 6         Set, Bag, Map
Week 7         Stack ; Queue ; Priority Queue 
Week 8.        Stacks & queues : problems and applications
Week 9.        Trees ; Binary Search Trees
Week 10.      Heaps ; HeapSort
Week 11.      Sorting algoritms: ranksort, radixsort, bucketsort, etc.
Week 12       Hash-table, hash-function
Week 13.      Balanced trees (AVL, Red-black)
Week 14       Graph

VII. Didactic methods used
Lectures, conversations, exercises, individual study, homework assignments.

VIII. Assessment
Each student will receive a list of problems that must be solved during the term. For this homework the student will receive a first grade (A). At the end of the term the student must take an  exam for which he will receive a second grade –(B). The final grade will be computed as (3*A+7*B)/10. In order to promote the final exam, grade (B) and the final grade has to be at least 5.
Further information regarding the evaluation process and the course requirements can be found following the URL:  http://www.cs.ubbcluj.ro/~dana/DSA
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